Abstract. Using the single-particle amplitudes from a 20-level coupled-channel calculation with ab initio relativistic self consistent LCAO-MO Dirac-Fock-Slater energy eigenvalues and matrix elements we calculate within the frame of the inclusive probability formalism impact-parameter-dependent K-hole transfer probabilities. As an example we show results for the heavy asymmetrie collision system S15+ on Ar for impact energies from 4.7 to 16 MeV. The inclusive probability formalism which reinstates the many-particle aspect of the collision system permits a qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experiment which is not achieved by the single-particle picture.
Introduction
During the last deeade intensive experimental work has been done to study K-vaeaney transfer in heavy asymmetrie eollision systems. Both double and tripie eoineidenee teehniques were applied to provide impaet-parameter-dependent probabilities for many-partiele states after the eollision [1] [2] [3] [4] . Measurements have been earried out over a wide range of projeetile energies from 10 keVui up to 3 MeV ui and numerous experimental P( b) eurves are available to test the different theoretieal approaehes. In this paper we take up the ease of hydrogen-like S15+ ions eolliding with Ar where both experimental and theoretieal impaet-parameter-dependent probabilities for Ar K vaeaney are available [3] . The probability of finding at least one Ar K vaeaney in the Ar target after the eollision was measured for projeetile energies from 4.7 to 90 MeV. Using an ab initio relativistie self-eonsistent LCAO-MO Dirae-Foek-Slater deseription of the eollision problem we foeus on the low energy range from 4.7 to 16 MeV S15+ on Ar. To take into aeeount the many-partiele aspeet of the collision system the experimental question is answered by using the inclusive probability formalism. Starting from the single-particle amplitudes we compute the inclusive probability to find at least one Ar K vaeaney after the eollision and we get an improved agreement compared to simple theories as discussed below.
Method
Starting from the semiclassieal approximation we need to solve the time-dependent many-particle Dirac equation for the electrons involved in the collision system 0953-4075/92/245431 +07$07.50 © 1992 IOP Publishing Ltd (1) The classical trajectory of the nuclei can either be given by a model potential (like the Coulomb or Bohr potential) or a SCF potential obtained by solving the static Dirac-Fock-Slater equation. We use an effective many-particle Hamiltonian given as a sum of single-particle Hamiltonians
Then we need to solve a set of time-dependent single-particle equations
The wavefunctions o/i (r ) must satisfy the initial conditions for the N electrons The solution of the many-particle equation (1) is given as a determinant built-up from the single-particle wavefunctions o/i (r )
We use a basis-set method to solve equation (2) . The time-dependent single-particle with m = 1, ... , M [5] . Using this basis-set method the problem of solving the timedependent single-particle equations (2) is equivalent to solving the single-particle matrix coupled-channel equations xex p ( -*r
( em(R(t'))-e/(R(t'))) dt')
with i = 1, ... , N' for the single particle amplitudes ai/ [11, 12] . During the solution of the static DFS equation the matrix elements are also calculated in an ab initio way.
Each of the N electrons in the collision system defines a new initial value problem for the M coupled channels taken into account in equation 6. One therefore ends up with N sets of single-particle amplitudes {aij} with i = 1, ... , N and j = 1, ... , M.
To match the many-particle aspect of the collision system one has to formulate the experimental questions as inclusive probabilities given in terms of single-particle amplitudes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 13] . Recently we developed a scheme to reduce the computational effort in calculating one of the most common experimental questions: finding a certain minimum number of vacancies or occupancies within a subset of states [13, 20] .
Results and discussion (7)
The asymmetric collision system 4.7 to 16 MeV S15+ on Ar was chosen as a good example to test both the full relativistic adiabatic molecular treatment of the electrons used in our Hamiltonian, and the inclusive probability formalism. Detailed double coincidence measurements between angle-resolved projectile and Ar K x-rays are available for this collision system [3] . In the experimental results the probability to find at least one hole in the target Ar K shell has an impact-parameter-dependent oscillation. The measurements were done for projectile energies from 4.7 to 90 MeV in an impact parameter range from 1000 to 20000 fm.
To give a good description of the vacancy sharing and transfer including the effects of higher shells we solved the single-particle matrix coupled channel equations (6) for the 20 lowest relativistic channels 1(1/2)± to 8(1/2)± and 1(3/2)± to 2(3/2)±. Figure  1 shows the corresponding correlation diagram which we obtain from solving the static DFS equation (5) for a large number of internuclear distances Rt t). Asymptotically the 1(1/2)± levels correlate to the S15+ 1s levels being occupied by one electron while the 2(1/2)± levels correlate to the Ar ls levels...being fully occupied. Owing to the high degree of ionization of the S15+ projectile the two K levels of target and projectile interchange. The occupation of the 18 remaining channels is chosen in correspondence to the asymptotic occupation of the separate atoms at t = -00.
To go beyond the single particle model we answer the experimental question p~r( b) to find at least one vacancy in the Ar K shell within the frame of inclusive probabilities [10, 13] 
(1/2)+ is the inclusive two-hole probability to find one vacancy in 2(1/2)-and one vacancy in 2(1/2)+; P~gj~j~is the inclusive one-hole one-particle probability to find one electron in 2(1/2)+ and one vacancy in 2(1/2)-; P~gj~~~is the inclusive one-hole one-particle probability to find one electron in 2(1/2)-and one vacancy in 2(1/2)+. Figures 2 to 4 show the experimental values and different theoretical results for p~r( b) versus our inclusive probability calculations presented as full curves for projectile energies from 4.9 to 16 MeV. All these inclusive probabilities of the three different energies show good agreement with the experiment for absolute size and oscillatory structure. A slight shift in the minima and maxima, probably due to the conversion from scattering angle to impact parameter, can be observed. The filling up of the minima and the damping of the maxima, to be seen in the experimental p~r( b) curves for 4.7 and 7.9 MeV S15+ on Ar, is reproduced in our calculations.
To show the effect of inclusive probabilities we also calculated the single particle probability for K-K charge transfer. For the case of 4.7 MeV S15+ on Ar, figure 5 presents the results of the single-particle probability (broken curve) and the inclusive probability (full curve) versus the experimental results.
Four additional dynamic coupling calculations are available for the scattering system S15+ on Ar. The broken curves in figures 2-4 show results from Stolterfoht [18, 19] who used a fitted Hamiltonian and model matrix elements to calculate the charge transfer probability. Lin and Tunnell [14] used an ab initio two-state atomic expansion method to calculate the K-K charge transfer. The narrow dotted curve shows the results for 16 MeV S15+ on Ar. Fritsch and Lin [15, 16] improved the two-state atomic expansion model by adding united-atom orbitals to the basis set used. Results SIS+ -Ar [18, 19] ; narrow dotted curve, Lin and Tunnell [14] ; chain curve, Fritsch and Lin [15] ; open circle, Grün et al [17] ; wide dotted curve, Schuch et al [3] ; full curve, our inclusive probability. [18, 19] ; chain curve, Fritsch and Lin [15] ; open circle, Grün et al [17] ;
wide dotted curve, Schuch et al [3] ; full curve, our inclusive probability. Stolterfoht et al [18, 19] ; wide dotted curve, Schuch et al [3] ; full curve, our inclusive probability. All four ab initio theories are in good agreement with the experimental results but the filling up of the minima and smearing out of the oscillatory structure that is most pronounced in the low energy collisions seems to be best reproduced by our inclusive probability calculation.
The ab initio relativistic LCAO-MO description of the collision problem and the additional application of the inclusive probability formalism to reinstate the manyparticle aspect allows the agreement of shape and absolute height with the experimental measurements to be improved especially for low collision energies.
Our results for the heavy asymmetrie collision system S15+ on Ar show that even in inner shell processes like K-K charge transfer the many-particle aspect plays an important role. For low energy collisions on has to go beyond the single-particle model to improve the agreement with the experimental results.
